Why not enjoy a few sips of delicious Palmer & Co. Champagne whilst you choose your drink? Just £4 for an elegant 70ml glass

---

**TEN DRINKS FROM THE DISTILLERY SELECTION**

**SHERRY COBBLER**
La Guita Manzanilla Sherry, Distillery barrel aged sugar syrup, muddled with fresh lemon and pineapple, decked with seasonal fruits
£9.95

**SALTED CARAMEL OLD FASHIONED**
Distillery Private Barrel Woodford Reserve Bourbon, salted caramel, jasmine, and aromatic bitters
£14.95

**A FOGGY DAY IN LONDON TOWN**
Distillery Old Tom Gin, fresh lemon, capillaire, effervescent water, cloud of citrus candy floss Available alcohol free
£9.95

**THE HENNY COLADA**
Hennessy Cognac, coconut cream, pineapple and caramel
£12.95

**THE REGAL DAIQUIRI**
Distillery Don Q Private Barrel Rum, juice of one whole fresh lime, Distillery barrel aged sugar syrup, shaken with grapefruit zest
£12.95

**THE eXpressO MARTINI**
Fanny Fougerat Iris Poivré XO Cognac, Merlet C2 Coffee Liqueur, Espresso and Distillery barrel aged sugar syrup
£14.95

**THE PODDINGTON NEGRONI**
Distillery Sugar-snap Pea & Asparagus spirit, Campari and Sweet Vermouth, carrot flower
£9.95

**THE KING THEODORE SOUR**
King Theodore of Corsica Gin, sherry shrub, fresh lemon, egg white, rosemary and pink peppercorn Available alcohol free with Distillery Zero Alcohol Botanic Spirit
£9.95

**BANANA BLISS**
Hennessy Cognac, Banane du Brésil liqueur, Olorosso Sherry
£12.95

**THE REGAL DAIQUIRI**
Distillery Don Q Private Barrel Rum, juice of one whole fresh lime, Distillery barrel aged sugar syrup, shaken with grapefruit zest
£12.95

**PADDOINGTON’S MARMALADE SANDWICH**
Distillery Celebrated Butter Gin, orange marmalade, Cointreau, Aperol, fresh lemon, egg white, toast dust
£9.95
**FIVE MARTINI-ESQUE DRINKS**

**THE IRON CURTAIN**
Distillery Characterful Amalfi Lemon Vodka, Lillet Blanc, orange bitters, lemon twist £10.95

**THE GIBSON**
Distillery Super Dry Gin, Distillery Pickled Onion Spirit, dry vermouth, three silver skin pickled onions £10.95

**THE DISTILLERY MARTINI**
Portobello Road Gin, dry vermouth, grapefruit twist £10.95

**THE ADMIRAL**
Portobello Road Navy Strength Gin, Manzanilla sherry, caper berry £12.95

**MARTINOT**
Distillery Zero Alcohol Botanic Spirit, orange bitters, dry vermouth rinse, lemon twist
Virtually non alcoholic £4.50

---

**SIX FESTIVE DRINKS**

**THE DISTILLERY MULLED WINE**
Red Wine mulled with orange and traditional winter spices £8.95

**CLEMONCELLO SOUR**
Our house made Italian style clementine liqueur shaken with lemon, sugar and egg white £9.95

**‘APPLEY CHRISTMAS**
30 & 40 Calvados, apple and rum Aperitif de Normandie with spiced apple juice.
Contains less than one unit of alcohol for those who are counting £7.95

**CANDY CANE COPA**
Portobello Road Gin, mint and rock candy liqueur with Fever Tree Tonic, served in a Copa style glass and garnished with a Candy Cane £10.95

**PARSNIP IN A PEAR TREE HI-BALL**
Directors Cut No.4 Parsnip & Pear Gin and Fever Tree Aromatic Tonic Water with a parsnip and pear garnish served in a straight glass £11.95

**SPICED CHRISTMAS NEGRONI**
Distillery Mince Pie Christmas Gin, spiced sweet vermouth and Campari, served with a mince pie £9.95

---

**THE SHOP**

At the very back of the building you will find our specialist shop for all your gin and cocktail needs, the perfect spot to pick up a Christmas present for the gin lover in your life or to stock up your home drinks cabinet.

Here is a small selection from our extensive range:

**PORTOBELLO ROAD DIRECTORS CUT NO. 4 - £39**
This years Ltd Edition release is the distinctly festive “Parsnip in a Pear Tree” gin, with roast parsnip included amongst the botanicals and a dash of pear liqueur added to the gin after distillation. Just one thousand bottles were produced and when it is gone it is gone for good

**PORTOBELLO ROAD LONDON DRY GIN - £26**
Our core brand had another amazing year, being declared the number one gin amongst bartenders in terms of taste, value and design in the inaugural CLASS Magazine Bartender Brands Awards!

**PORTOBELLO ROAD GIN COCKTAIL KIT - £50**
Been coveting the copper bar tools and shakers that you see our team using to create your drinks? Covet no more. The set includes, Hawthorn strainer, shaker, muddler, bar spoon, jigger and fine strainer

**THE DISTILLERY TEA TOWEL- £7**
The most affordable of our our souvenirs depicts the beautiful building we call home and celebrates the talents of the master craftsmen that created our much photographed sign